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ABSTRACT
The need to support new features in existing storage sys-
tems is an ongoing concern for storage developers. So is the
desire to develop next generation storage systems that can
adopt newly developed feature improvements with relative
ease. Extending storage systems is challenging because of
the inherent complexity of their codebases and the need to
ensure that the storage state does not become corrupt or
inconsistent when enabling new features. In this work, we
examine a new storage architecture, FDMI, that uses the
well-established publish-subscribe model for extending the
feature set of a host storage system using plugins. A central
mechanism in FDMI is transactional coupling. With trans-
actional coupling, the subscribed plugin can either create
new transactions that execute asynchronously following the
successful completion of the precipitating event or can par-
ticipate in the pending transaction and control whether the
precipitating event itself will or will not be committed. We
further create a classification of transactional mechanisms
as well as possible desired plugin functionality and explore
the matrix of these two classifications to create a new model
for faster, safer distributed storage development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Storage systems are at the intersection of multiple technol-
ogy trends. Their designs are expected to evolve to address
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Architecture Storage
access

Transactional
guarantees

No I/O
Amp

Indep.
scale

Ease
dev.

Integrated ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗✗✗

Interposed I/O ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓∗ ✗

Conv. Pub-Sub ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

FDMI ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Properties of extensible storage system archi-
tectures. The ∗ indicates that some systems (e.g., ABLE [17]) are
exceptions, while "✗✗✗" indicates significantly higher level of said
property than a single "✗".

the massive growth in data volume from emerging applica-
tions and to adopt new advances from research and practice,
while also adapting to emerging storage device technology.
The large number of storage system improvements over the
years reflects this trend [3, 8, 16, 18, 21, 22, 34, 44, 46, 49].

Implementing new features today requires a tight coupling
with the storage system itself, requiring an in-depth under-
standing of its codebase, matching its performance proper-
ties, as well as ensuring that state changes do not introduce
corruption or inconsistency. The conventional approach to
introducing a new feature is integrated development which
requires developers with a deep understanding of the exist-
ing storage system codebase to natively integrate the new
feature. The drawbacks of this approach are the significant
development time, effort, required expertise, and an inability
to scale the resources used for the new feature independently.
Recognizing these limitations, researchers have created ex-
tensible harnessing for storage systems that allows new fea-
tures to be interposed within the storage stack without mod-
ifying the existing storage system [1, 4, 15, 17, 38, 50]. The
interposed feature layer, however, is in the storage I/O path
handling every client I/O request, and therefore must meet
stringent performance requirements. This in itself requires a
careful design to account for the interactions between the
feature layer and the storage system, increasing develop-
ment complexity. Furthermore, independent scaling is only
possible if the I/O traffic to the interposed feature layer gets
redirected to independent hardware resources which further
compromises the performance of storage client operations.

An alternative approach is a loosely coupled development
and deployment model wherein the storage feature is added
outside of the primary I/O path using a narrow API exposed
by the storage system. Our proposal, FDMI realizes this
alternate approach by extending the well-known publish-
subscribe communication architecture [10] to storage feature
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development. As our first contribution, we discuss how Sea-
gate’s CORTX distributed storage system [42] can be ex-
tended to incorporate FDMI. FDMI allows new storage fea-
tures, or FDMI plugins, to subscribe to and make consistent
storage system changes in response to client-initiated op-
erations. FDMI implements transactional coupling, whereby
plugin operations are guaranteed to be executed atomically
either simultaneously with or upon a successful completion
of a storage client initiated operation. Most importantly, the
FDMI plugin architecture is loosely coupled such that the
plugin itself can be independently developed and deployed.

We conduct a study of how FDMI can be used to develop
three different classes of plugins of varying complexity, re-
quirements, and functionality. While the loosely coupled
model may introduce additional I/O overhead in some in-
stances, use of CORTX’s enhanced client API for FDMI plu-
gins can mitigate such effects. We believe that FDMI offers
an intriguing new design point for building next-generation,
scalable, extensible storage systems.

2 THE CASE FOR PUB-SUB STORAGE
Storage systems are often re-factored and designed to in-
clude new features that were not part of the original sys-
tem [3, 11, 21, 30, 49]. This Integrated design requires a deep
understanding of the codebase; the implementation is often
cumbersome and error prone. To ease the development bur-
den, previous works have proposed Interposed I/O that uses
interposition to enable adding new features relatively inde-
pendent of the storage system implementation itself [17, 50].
We refer to these feature implementations as plugins. The
Conventional Publish/Subscribe (Conv. Pub-Sub) architecture
allows dynamically attaching software components to large
systems [5, 6, 13, 19, 24]. These Pub-Sub solutions focus on
scaling the entire software service as opposed to augment-
ing the storage layer. In contrast, FDMI adopts the classic
Pub-Sub communication architecture for storage systems but
additionally augments the storage system with transactional
support for subscriber operations.

Table 1 compares different properties across these plugin
architectures including our proposed FDMI architecture. To
allow for the widest possible range of plugins, the plugin
architecture must support several key properties.
Access to the Storage layer. The ability to access the in-
ternal state and parameters of the storage layer is desirable.
Integrated and Interposed architectures, by design, place plu-
gins directly in the I/O path and can access client-issued I/O
operations [17, 39, 50]. The Conventional Pub-Sub plugins
are entirely outside the storage I/O path and do not have
access to the storage layer. FDMI in contrast, is a storage-
aware pub-sub architecture that has access to storage state
and can optionally interpose itself in the I/O path.

Transactional guarantees. A key challenge with design-
ing new storage plugins is allowing access and modifications
without introducing inconsistency or corruption. An impor-
tant distinction for FDMI is that it provides essential trans-
actional guarantees to new storage plugins. FDMI plugins
can perform storage operations within a transaction context
provided by the storage core and thereby can achieve fault-
tolerance and consistency. We discuss FDMI’s transactional
coupling design further in Section §3.
No I/O Amplification. Storage features may modify or gen-
erate storage I/O depending on the nature of their function-
ality. First, in case a plugin needs to access stored data for
performing actions outside of the client I/O path, this will
result in I/O amplification in all architectures – Integrated,
Interposed, and FDMI. In case of operations triggered syn-
chronously with client I/O, Integrated and Interposed plu-
gins can access and modify the I/O operation payload and
meta-data without needing additional storage-level opera-
tions. In contrast, FDMI allows an asynchronous operation
in response to completed or ongoing I/O operations. Any
additional I/Os to access the original client I/O payload leads
to I/O amplification. However, there is potential for optimiza-
tions in the FDMI model that could offset some of this I/O
amplification as discussed later in the paper (§6).
Independent Scaling. Depending on the complexity of the
storage plugin, it may need greater or lesser resources than
that of the storage system. Thus, allowing the plugin in-
stance to scale independently is desirable but Integrated
architectures are unable to achieve this goal. Interposed I/O,
depending on the specific implementation, can allow for in-
dependent scaling of the plugin. For instance, FUSE-based
plugins [1] can be deployed on independent resources with
networked implementations, while other solutions at the
block layer [17] are unable to do so. FDMI fundamentally
decouples the storage system core layers from the storage
plugin to achieve independent scaling.
Ease of development. The amount of developer effort is
directly proportional to the development complexity of any
software. The Integrated architecture imposes significantly
higher complexity than other architectures since the devel-
oper must modify an existing complex codebase to imple-
ment the new feature. Interposed architectures can also incur
modestly high complexity since plugin development often
occurs in a highly concurrent environment and operations
must be performed in the latency sensitive I/O path. FDMI
and Pub-Sub architectures simplify the development process
for plugin developers via a simple user level API.

3 FDMI OVERVIEW
In this section, we discuss how FDMI extends the core func-
tionality of a storage system and enables the development
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Figure 1: FDMI system architecture in CORTX.

of FDMI plugins. While we discuss FDMI’s mechanisms in
the context of Seagate’s CORTX distributed storage system,
FDMI’s general design is more broadly applicable.

3.1 Seagate’s CORTX
CORTX is Seagate’s cloud software stack that provides dis-
tributed object storage [42]. The core storage component in
CORTX isMotr [43]. Motr provides object and key-value stor-
age and exposes the CORTX Client Interface and the CORTX
Management and Control Interface. A CORTX deployment
consists of several nodes connected over the network that
run Motr server instances and other CORTX components.
The software stack also includes additional layers to connect
with NFS, CIFS, POSIX and S3/Swift protocols. There are
other components for high availability checks and control
such as HA, CORTX Provisioner, and CORTXAdministration
toolset.

3.2 Minimizing the Contact Surface
Besides decoupling the plugin development and deployment
from the storage system, FDMI minimizes its own contact
surface with the CORTX codebase. FDMI consists of three
types of components, the FDMI Source, the FDMI Service, and
FDMI Plugin. FDMI’s contact surface is encapsulated entirely
within its FDMI Source component which modifies CORTX’s
Motr core layer. The FDMI Service component is broken up
into FDMI Source Dock and FDMI Plugin Dock; these are
initialized with the Motr instance. The FDMI Plugin Dock
interfaces with the FDMI Plugin instances while the FDMI
Source Dock interacts with FDMI Source instances. Figure 1
depicts FDMI architecture within CORTX. The FDMI Source
instances run as part of the Motr core storage layer. The
FDMI plugin interacts with the FDMI plugin dock and can
also optionally use the CORTX client interface if needed.
In a standard Motr cluster deployment, there may exist

multiple FDMI Sources, one per Motr instance, each con-
tributing a different set of information to the FDMI Source
dock. The FDMI Source instance is integrated with Motr core
and interposes on plugin-subscribed I/O operations, notify-
ing the FDMI plugin via the FDMI service. In addition, it
coordinates the committing of transactions at the Motr core
in coordination with the FDMI plugin as necessary. Motr

operations are initiated by clients accessing or updating the
data or metadata of the storage system and are interposed
upon by the FDMI Source. Each operation of interest to plu-
gin and corresponding data that is sent through the system
is an FDMI record. FDMI filters, maintained within the FDMI
Source, define the set of rules to filter out FDMI records. Each
filter rule has a cluster-wide, unique Filter ID.

3.3 A Narrow API
Applications running on different clients issue storage op-
erations to the Motr system after it is up and initialized.
These operations are of the plugin’s interest and meet the
filter rules defined in the cluster configuration service. We
illustrate the interactions described below in Figure 2.
FDMI Source. The FDMI Source is part of a Motr server in-
stance and is the only FDMI entity that manipulates CORTX
state directly. When starting operation, the FDMI Source
instances allocate an in-memory record structure for fast ac-
cess during the time the record is processed by FDMI Source
dock. A persistent version of this record is kept because mul-
tiple plugins may be in the process of receiving the records
or running plugin operations. Records are discarded when
all plugins have released the record.
FDMI Source Dock. The FDMI Source communicates with
FDMI Source Dock using source specific record functions. It
also updates reference counters associated with one record
and informs the Source of FDMI record processing begin and
end. The FDMI Source dock maintains a list of registered
FDMI Sources with their corresponding posted records. The
FDMI Source dock’s main control flow runs a state machine
that forwards notifications/responses to/from plugins.
FDMI Plugin Dock. The FDMI plugin dock interacts with
each plugin and is responsible for registering and de-registering
plugins and forwarding records to plugins. The plugin dock’s
private API allows plugins to access these functions and to
enable/disable filters. The FDMI plugin dock also uses a state
machine to deliver records to the plugin, update reference
counters, and propagate messages to the Source.
FDMI Plugin. An FDMI plugin implements features we
want to incorporate into the storage system. During initial-
ization, plugins get added to the cluster as a plugin-classMotr
client. Plugins then get access to the extended Motr client
interface for issuing operations to Motr core. The extended
Motr client interface is discussed further later (§4.2). Plugins
are notified of FDMI records by the plugin dock. Every plu-
gin explicitly indicates that a record is no longer needed by
issuing a special Release message.

4 TRANSACTIONAL COUPLING
Storage features have awide range of requirements for access
to storage state as well as the ability to manipulate client I/O
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operations. Before discussing how FDMI transforms CORTX
into a pub-sub system supporting transactionally coupled
plugins, we first identify and understand three classes of
FDMI storage plugins.

4.1 A Taxonomy of Storage Plugins
We identify three classes of plugins that differ in how they
interact with the storage system. In all cases, the plugin runs
code in response to one or more client-initiated operations
in the storage system.
Class A. Plugins in this class are simple consumers of client
operations. They are notified of registered operations of inter-
est after the containing “source” transaction has successfully
committed. However, notifications must be reliable so that
plugin actions can be made both fault-tolerant and transac-
tionally consistent. An example of Class A plugin would be
I/O profiling, whereby the plugin observes the I/O stream
from the application.
Class B. Plugins in this class get notified similarly to Class A
plugins, i.e., upon committing the precipitating transaction.
However, Class B plugins generate additional operations
back into the source storage system. The generated opera-
tions are transactionally coupled and are guaranteed to com-
mit atomically if the plugin runs successfully. An example of
a Class B plugin would be semantic enhancer plugin [33] that
generates additional metadata of stored data asynchronously
(e.g., automatic labeling of uploaded images).
Class C. Class C plugins are the most powerful. Plugins
in this class get notified of operations prior to the source
transaction commit. However, Class C plugins can augment
and modify the source transaction itself with additional op-
erations. The entire set of operations from both client and
plugin get wrapped in a single transaction to be committed
atomically. An example of a Class C plugin is a dynamic tier-
ing plugin that changes data layout to different performance
tiers of storage dynamically depending on data popularity.

4.2 Coupling Transactions
FDMI builds upon CORTX’s distributed transaction sup-
port [14] to include a novel capability of transactional cou-
pling for plugins.
The first variant of the transactional coupling model en-

sures that each plugin action will be coupled with the precip-
itating client transaction. Client transaction notifications are
sent to the plugin, multiple times if needed to handle plugin
failures. This guarantees that an active plugin stays consis-
tent with the state of the storage system. The second variant
allows plugins to reliably issue additional transactions in
the storage system upon the success of the precipitating
client transaction. Finally, the third variant allows plugins
to augment and/or modify client-initiated operations with

additional plugin operations, all of which are committed as
part of a single joint transaction. This variant is the most
powerful and allows the plugin to arbitrarily change how
the storage system would respond to client I/O operations.
The foundation for FDMI’s transactional coupling is con-

textual record logging whereby client operations, together
with their transactional context, are persistently logged by
the FDMI source. This means that, for every operation be-
longing to the same transaction, the corresponding FDMI
record sent to the plugin inherits the precipitating transac-
tion’s context. For instance, consider two consecutive writes
to different objects issued by different clients and both writes
are part of the same transaction by CORTX’s distributed
transaction manager. For a Class A plugin that is attached
and registered to monitor object writes, the source will have
access to one FDMI event per committed operation. If the
transaction is aborted by the client, then the corresponding
FDMI plugin will not get notified and thus remain consistent
with the storage system. Furthermore, a persistent log of
committed transactions and registered plugins is used by the
distributed transaction manager to handle the re-registration
of plugins upon recovery after a failure.

Class B plugins in FDMI can additionally use the CORTX
client interface to initiate and finalize new transactions. Plu-
gins within this class use the second variant of the transac-
tional coupling mechanism whereby they initiate new trans-
actions that are dependent on the precipitating transaction
committing. Each plugin-initiated transaction is a response
to the corresponding FDMI received record(s) which is guar-
anteed to be part of a committed transaction. If the plugin
fails after the precipitating transaction commits, operations
within the newly created but unfinished plugin-initiated
transaction can be restarted.

To support Class C plugins, the FDMI source forwards the
precipitating event information along with the transactional
context. To do so, Class C plugins use an extended Motr
client interface that includes additional operations to add,
cancel and replace operations within the same transaction
context at the FDMI source. To make this possible, the source
inserts itself into the precipitating transaction’s context and
request path before any response is sent back to the client.
For instance, a Class C dynamic storage tiering plugin would
remap client read and write operations depending on the
dynamic location of data within performance tiers.

4.3 Life-cycle of an FDMI Record
To understand how FDMI’s transactional coupling design
works in its entirety, we can analyze the life cycle of an
FDMI record for each plugin class. The Motr system is first
initialized with a client application accessing storage. A set
of filter rules are defined in the cluster configuration service
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Figure 2: Life cycle of a single FDMI record for Class A (left), Class B (center) and Class C (right).

and FDMI record types are mapped to various plugins as
they register themselves.

Figure 2 depicts the life-cycle of a single FDMI record pro-
duced at the source in response to a client operation and
the plugin that registers its interest in the record. Three life-
cycles one each for Class A (left), Class B (center) and Class
C (right), are shown. In response to a client operation, for
Class A and Class B plugins, the Source immediately com-
mits the containing client transaction and acknowledges the
completion of the operation to the client. Class C plugins, on
the other hand, the Source simply starts a transaction in an-
ticipation of additional plugin-initiated operations that will
modify the transaction; client acknowledgment is delayed
until after the transaction is committed at a later time.
As the next step, for each class, a record is posted by

the FDMI Source to the Source Dock, thereby beginning its
life-cycle. The Source Dock then starts analyzing the record
filter rules and sends a message to the Source to inform that
the processing has started and the record is then stored at
the Source to be used in case of failures. After this process
is done, Source Dock sends the record to the Plugin Dock
which in turn notifies the plugin itself of the new record for
plugin processing. In case of Class B and C, in response to
the Plugin Dock’s notification of the new record, the FDMI
plugin acting as an FDMI client initiates its own transaction
at the FDMI source directly. The FDMI source either commits
(for Class B) or updates and then commits (for Class C) the
plugin-initiated transaction and acknowledges the plugin.
The Plugin Dock next forwards the plugin’s record release
notification to the Source Dock, which in turn asks the FDMI
source to discard the record, thereby ending its life-cycle.

4.4 Source and Plugin Fault-Tolerance
FDMI provides fault tolerance for plugins and sources. A con-
textual record is guaranteed to be stored persistently within

the FDMI source and available until all notified plugins ex-
plicitly release the record. Plugins that perform idempotent
actions can recover from crashes simply by re-registering
and getting notified of unreleased records. The FDMI Sources
rely on CORTX’s distributed transaction manager and its
write-ahead log for crash recovery. The Source triggers a
recovery phase for all active transactions and associated
records. As a result, any registered plugin will receive all the
records for further execution. Duplicate records, if received,
are discarded by the plugin. Duplicate release operations as
received by the FDMI Service are also discarded.

5 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
To understand the limitations and benefits of FDMI, we an-
alyze a list of typical storage plugins. We evaluate plugin
properties (Table 1) of each plugin and how each plugin ar-
chitecture addresses them. Note that we did not consider the
conventional Pub-Sub architecture since it only provides the
ability to monitor the system from layers above the storage
stack. Table 2 summarizes our findings.

Independent scaling and ease of development are achiev-
able only through FDMI. Transactional guarantees are pos-
sible with Integrated plugins since the plugins have direct
access to the transactional context and control flow within
the storage layer. On the other hand, Interposed plugins are
limited to the interface exposed by the storage system. In-
tegrated and Interposed plugins eliminate I/O amplification
while FDMI plugins that issue additional I/O to storage are
unable to due to their asynchronous operation.
We also examined how various storage plugins map to

FDMI classes. We first note that plugins that simply moni-
tor activity within the storage system are Class A. Plugins
such as I/O offloading, I/O shepherding, dynamic tiering, and
caching are Class C plugins with inline operations requir-
ing the direct modification of the I/O request stream. For
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Storage Plugins Integrated Interposed FDMI DescriptionS T N E D S T N E D S T N E D
I/O Profiling [20] A Record the I/O stream per storage application.
System Profiling [2, 37] A Monitor internal parameters of storage system.
Backup/Replication [25, 36] B,C Replicate a consistent copy of the data.
Deduplication [27, 29] B,C Eliminate duplicated data to reduce space.
Encryption [12, 28] B,C Encrypt data for security purpose.
Compression [29, 51] B,C Compress data to reduce space utilization.
Integrity Checker [26, 34] B,C Detect inconsistencies and report errors.
RAID Mirroring [23, 35] B,C Create a copy of the data in different locations.
Semantic Enhancer [33] B,C Label data with semantic names.
Versioning [7, 40] B,C Maintain a backup of different versions.
Data Reorganization [9, 44] B,C Dynamically change data layout or striping.
Tiering [16, 46] C Optimize data placement among storage tiers.
Caching [41, 48] C Cache frequently accessed data.
I/O off-loading [32] C Redirect I/O traffic to another location.
I/O shepherding [18] C Handle I/O errors to improve data reliability.

Table 2: Storage plugins and how they can be implemented using the different system architectures. Each property
in the architecture column corresponds to one column on Table 1, S: Storage Access, T: Transactional Guarantees, N: No I/O Amplification, E:
Independent Scale and D: Ease of development. Darker cells indicate that specific property can be achieved using the corresponding architecture.
The values within each cell for FDMI (column T) represent plugin class variants: A, B, C.

example, a caching plugin may modify a client I/O opera-
tion to redirect it to the cache. On the other hand, plugins
such as backup/replication, deduplication encryption, com-
pression, integrity checker, raid mirroring, semantic enhancer,
versioning and data reorganization require additional I/O for
data/metadata updates and can be implemented as either
Class B (asynchronous, offline) or C (inline) plugins.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
The publish-subscribe model for storage is functionally fea-
sible but it raises several questions around its scope of ap-
plicability, performance impact, and generalizability. An im-
portant next step is to further understand the potential and
limitations of this new storage system architecture by imple-
menting a wide range of plugins. In particular, since plugins
vary in their consistency and performance requirements,
evaluating how the broadest range of plugins can be sup-
ported within the publish-subscribe model is critical.

A key challenge with this evaluation is ensuring that plug-
ins do not compromise storage performance guarantees. One
avenue of exploration in this regard is further extending the
client API to allow plugins to reduce the storage and network
I/O amplification incurred. First, if recent client I/O payloads
are cached at the FDMI source, the plugin initiated opera-
tions may avoid storage-level I/O amplification. Second, the
FDMI API can be additionally augmented to offload some
computation to the FDMI Source by allowing plugins to reg-
ister functions that get executed in response to specific client
I/O operations. Besides performing computation on data at
the Source, these functions can also eliminate network and
storage I/O amplification induced by the plugin.

Finally, we will also evaluate how the FDMI architecture
applies to other storage systems such as Ceph [47], Swift [45],
and Minio [31]. We believe the basic mechanisms of transac-
tion logging and notification could be created within these
alternate systems without significant development effort.
The FDMI Service itself is independent of the store and only
interacts with the FDMI Source and the plugin. Thus, we
anticipate that building capabilities equivalent to the transac-
tional coupling provided by the FDMI Source implementation
in CORTX should be feasible within these alternate storage
systems.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We presented the position that a publish-subscribe archi-
tecture is a valuable choice for building next generation
storage systems. Our goals were multi-fold but the jump-
ing board was not only the strong desire to enable storage
system feature development in an environment free from
the complexities of the storage system codebase but also the
need to support the development of a wide range of features,
safely. In our explorations, we realized the basic need for
synchronizing the actions performed by the new feature –
the subscribing plugin – with the actions of the storage sys-
tem itself. The proposed transactional coupling mechanism
enables the loosely coupled yet safe development of a wide
range of plugins of different classes ranging from simple ob-
servers of storage activity to those that alter the functioning
of the storage system itself. We expect future work in this
space to further inform the utility and limitations of this new
storage architecture.
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